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An innovative mobile maintenance system 
managed by mProdigy® helps to improve and 
streamline the facilities management services 
delivered by Johnson Controls Global  
WorkPlace Solutions across 27 countries.

case study

Without mProdigy we simply couldn’t  
have implemented the mobile system on  
this global scale. 

    - Andy Norman, Solutions and Design Director,  
                   Johnson Controls Global WorkPlace Solutions
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To develop a mobile maintenance system for its global operation with 250 engineers in 27  
countries, Johnson Controls Global WorkPlace Solutions created an ecosystem of best-practice 
mobile providers. The company needed a highly reliable mobile system to deliver mission  
critical line-of-business activities. B2M’s mProdigy was chosen to ensure engineers have the  
mobile tools and infrastructure they need—at the right time and in the right place.

mProdigy has greatly enhanced the effectiveness of the devices—updates are made remotely rather than having to 
physically replace them. Any changes can be done across all the countries instantaneously. 
                   - Andy Norman, Solutions and Design Director

Business Need

The Solution

From a single control centre, Johnson Controls Global WorkPlace Solutions uses mProdigy to 
manage the rollout of applications to groups of mobile devices at the touch of the button.  
The central help desk also uses mProdigy to diagnose and repair devices remotely, over the  
air—again at the touch of a button. Statistics on device performance such as network  
connectivity or battery performance can be captured alongside information on what devices  
are deployed, and where.

The management information from mProdigy is excellent; it gives us full visibilityacross all the mobile estate— 
without it would have been like working blind.
                                                - Andy Norman

Business Benefits

Johnson Controls Global WorkPlace Solutions now has greater control over the work it delivers to its
global customers and can deliver improved and streamlined facilities management services. 

Armed with their new mobile devices, engineers in countries such as Austria, Germany, the  
Philippines and the UK, now receive real-time updates on their maintenance schedules. If an urgent 
call is received, it gets pushed out immediately to the device. This may involve requests to fix a leaking petrol pump, 
repair a refrigerator or mend a broken till.

When an engineer is on-site with a customer, they can now access a complete list of the jobs outstanding for that 
location and can thus deliver a far more efficient and proactive service.                             
           -Andy Norman


